HOW OUR DEVICE DIFFERS FROM OTHER DEVICES:
There are a few different types of Micro needling devices, some better than others.
We use Procell microchanneling delivery system. This is an innovative vertical
stamping design using fixed needle lengths, that manually penetrate uniform, clean
and consistent micro-channels allowing for a faster treatment, and a recovery time,
as well as, reduced tissue damage and inflammation.
Pen-style device:
Pen style microneedling devices are not as gentle. They carry more risk of tearing
the skin by leaving drag marks and surfaces scratches. The pen delivers less
uniform needle penetration coverage leaving treatment gaps.
Roller device
Roller devices have to be rolled onto the skin meaning that the needle enters at one
angle, rolls and exits at a different angle creating more of an opening and dragging of
the skin. With these types of devices there is risk of more damage to the skin and
extended recovery periods.
HOW OUR TREATMENT DIFFERS FROM OTHERS:
1. We use a holistic and integrated philosophy when it comes to micro needling
– we feel that it is important to ground the body and support the nervous
system before and after a microneedling treatment (we do this with stones,
acupressure points, and a warm wrap).
2. We use, CBD as an analgesic and anti-inflammatory. Before performing the
microneeding treatment we apply our Rose Complete serum with CBD, this
helps to reduce discomfort as well as inflammation, as well as, contributes to
the healthy stimulation of cell turn over.

3. We use, Livra Microchannel Delivery Solution containing Hyaluronic Acid
and a sophisticated array of healing Stem Cytokines, peptides and growth
factors that amplify tissue volumization, wrinkle reduction, clarification,
firming & toning.
4. More isn’t always more, and deeper isn’t always better. We Needle at a depth
of the skin which triggers a bio-signal communication to the basal skin cells
to reproduce and heal without causing damage or injury to the body.
Stimulations vs. injury and inflammation and information via bio-signals vs
damage and destruction.
5. A technique very similar to this microneedling device has been practiced
within Chinese medicine for thousands of years (plum blossom). It is used to
treat pain, reduce inflammation and irritation in the skin, and balance the
meridians.

